XSR

Xtreme Storage Rack

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!
Please read all instructions before installing this product

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS & PRODUCT WARNINGS
It is the user’s responsibility to ensure the safe and proper use of this product. StoreYourBoard, a Spire LLC company, is
not responsible for damages or injuries related to installation or use, including improper or inadequate mounting. Wear eye
protection during installation and check for electrical wiring in the wall before screwing or drilling into the wall. Not a toy;
not intended for children. Misuse of this product could result in serious injury or death.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
2 - Slotted Tracks
8 - Rack Arms
8 - Mounting Screws

SPACING

WHAT YOU NEED
- Phillips Screw Driver
- Tape Measure or Ruler
- Pencil
- Stud Finder or Nail and Hammer
- Rubber Mallet of Hammer
- Level (optional)

The XSR consists of 2 Tracks that can be mounted at any desired distance to fit the
length of your boards and gear. You must mount the XSR to the wall studs or another
solid surface. Typical studs in a home are spaced 16 inches apart. The most typical
mounting distances apart for the 2 Tracks are 32” and 48”. Measure your boards and
gear, find the shortest required distance, and confirm the XSR will support it.
You can also adjust the vertical spacing of the Rack Arms after they’ve been mounted
into the Tracks.
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MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Locate Studs. Decide where to mount your XSR and locate the closest studs. You must mount the XSR into the studs or another
sturdy surface. Use a Stud Finder or Nail and Hammer to locate your wall studs, which are typically spaced 16” apart.
2. Mark Mounting Points. Place the first Track against the wall in your desired location. Decide the mounting height of the Track,
keeping in mind the reach required to load and unload the XSR’s top rack level. Mark the bottom of the Track. Use a level to plumb the
Track straight up and down. Mark the Track’s 4 mounting holes on the wall.
3. Mount First Track to Wall. Align the Track with your marks. Start at the top and secure the provided screw through the Track’s top
mounting hole. By leaving the screw slightly loose, gravity will help level your Track vertically. Check the marks you made for the
remaining 3 mounting holes and adjust as needed on level. Then secure the rest of the Track to the wall with the 3 remaining screws.
4. Mount Second Track to Wall. Repeat mounting process for the second Track. Mount at the same height as the first Track to
enusre your boards and gear will be stored on a level surface. After both Tracks are mounted to the wall, apply pressure with your hand
to ensure the Tracks are mounted securely.
5. Insert Rack Arms into Tracks. 4 Rack Arms are provided for each Track (8 total), which can be inserted into any slot along the
Track. Decide the spacing between Rack Arm levels based on the boards and gear you will be storing (for example, boards with high
bindings or large fins require additional clearance). Insert the Rack Arms into both Tracks.
6. Secure Rack Arms. Once you are happy with the spacing of the Rack Arms, and you confirm they line up between the 2 Tracks,
use a hammer or rubber mallet and gently tap down on the top of the base of each Rack Arm to properly secure the Arms into each slot
and eliminate “wiggle”. Once inserted into the Tracks, the Rack arms are removable again so you can adjust their spacing as needed.
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Need Help?
Dedicated to bringing you the best racks, bags & accessories

info@StoreYourBoard.com
1.800.701.3743

